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Bergdorf Goodman in New York is  known for its  personal shopper service

 
By Anthony Nicalo

The primary focus of Google I/O 2016 centered on mobile consumer experiences and artificial intelligence.

The annual event provides in-depth sessions on building Web, mobile and enterprise applications with Google and
open Web technologies. What became incredibly clear at this year's event is that technology is fundamentally
reshaping customer expectations by redefining luxury and convenience.

Performance used to be synonymous with BMW, convenience was a personal shopper at Bergdorf Goodman, and
on-demand meant Jeeves bringing up a bottle from the cellar.

Now, performance means high-performing mobile sites, convenience translates into whatever form of shopping
best suits the customer in that mobile moment, and on-demand delivery happens within the hour.

Make your brand to-go
With 70 percent of the United States population using smartphones, and 59 percent expecting companies to make
mobile-friendly Web sites, brands need to focus on addressing three needs: simplicity, convenience and context.

Meaning, you need to reach consumers wherever they are at the mobile moment, make the shopping experience
effortless, and generate relevant information based on their locations and behavior.

1. Keep it fast and simple. Companies such as Uber and Tesla are leading the on-demand economy by providing
customers the power to request a driver or summon their own vehicles to pick them up.

Shoppers browse more on faster mobile Web sites. Prioritize performance, convenience and on-demand notions to
meet the needs of your on-the-go mobile consumers looking for the simplest way to quickly get what they need.

2. Connect with your customer. Burberry takes convenience and immediacy to a whole new level by streaming its
fashion shows for fans to watch anywhere worldwide and making the collections immediately available for
purchase.

If you make purchases convenient and explore additional opportunities to connect through timely content and a
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direct call to action, it can result in huge sales.

The opportunity to stand out from the crowd here is tremendous, as only 23 percent of luxury brands in the U.S. offer
in-store pickup of purchases made online.

Burberry also creates a heightened sense of luxury by connecting customers through Apple TV to Burberry customer
service consultants to pre-order select pieces from the collection.

3. Provide relevant content, stay relevant. Customers care about more than just load times. They also value brands
that act in a timely manner, know their interests, and provide the best deals based on their current locations.

Mobile devices are far more personal than laptops, so brands that take advantage of the wealth of data mobile
provides such as browsing behavior, search query and check-ins will connect with consumers on a deeper level.

Sending the right information at the right moment is important, but sealing the deal also resides in an efficient
checkout process.

This is why Cole Haan pioneered the swift checkout process with easy one-click payments through Apple Pay. And,
as we learned at I/O, more convenient payment methods are coming to the Web in the next few months.

So, to deliver the convenience and simplicity shoppers expect during the upcoming holiday season, leading luxury
brands need to deliver app-like payment options for mobile users.

WHILE NEW TECHNOLOGY is redefining traditional luxury brands, all of it still supports the industry's core belief:
cater to the customer by providing consistent, high-quality products and outstanding, high-touch service even if that
touch is virtual.

Mobile technology offers a plethora of competitive advantages by making these goals easier to achieve with
contemporary modern, mobile customers.

If luxury brands embrace mobile as another tool to make the customer happy and increase sales, the opportunities
are endless.
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